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Abstract
One key factor in the exploitation of tidal energy is the study of interactions of turbines when working in tidal
turbine farms. The Momentum Reversal and Lift (MRL) turbine is a novel cross flow turbine. The three
blades rotate around a common central horizontal axis which is parallel to their own axis and perpendicular
to the flow. The novelty of the MRL turbine is that it relies on the combination of both lift and momentum
reversal (drag) for energy extraction. Scaled MRL turbine models of 0.164 m in diameter were used to
characterise the flow in three different tidal array settings. Detailed maps of axial velocity profiles and
velocity deficits downstream of the turbine are presented, enabling the visualisation of characteristic flow
patterns. The results show that the MRL generates lower velocity deficits and turbulence intensities in the
near wake than those associated with horizontal axis turbines. The downstream wake was not completely
symmetrical which was related to the geometry of the device but also due to the flow developed in the flume.
Amongst the three array configurations studied, a fence of turbines with the lowest separation provided the
highest power output.
Keywords: Marine Renewables, Tidal Stream Energy, Arrays, Scale Testing, Physical Modelling, Wake
Interactions.
Nomenclature
MRL = Momentum Reversal Lift Turbines
BSR = Blade Speed Ratio

HATT = Horizontal Axis Tidal Turbine
I = Turbulence Intensity.
1. Introduction
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The tidal energy industry is advancing to a stage
were commercial deployments are expanding to arrays of multiple devices. The interaction of flow
through and around tidal turbines is crucial to understand the energy shadowing of an array and how
this influences energy extraction by the individual
devices. Consequently, researchers have focused on
quantifying the flow features around tidal turbines
using numerical modelling and experimental work.
Studies done by [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] have utilised actuator disc approximation methods to investigate
the flow characteristics of individual turbines and
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arrays. The actuator disc method is a highly simplified momentum absorption zone and has no capability of resolving the flow around each blade, only
reducing the momentum of the fluid as it passes
through the disc [2]. A study done by Harrison et.
al. [1] also indicated that the vortex shedding from
the edge of the disc is not similar to rotating blades
and lacks swirl producing flow. Using the MRL
turbine, work has focused on expanding the actuator disk theory to an immersed body forced (IBF)
model with directional effects. This work has covered a single device and arrays [6, 7, 8, 9].
Experimental studies have been carried out to investigate the wake interaction in a tidal stream farm
experimentally. Initial research on arrays has included porous disks which can remove energy from
the flow and have the potential to measure thrust.
Myers and Bahaj [10] compare arrays of a series
of porous disks of 1/20th with multiple-device arrangements to 1/20th horizontal axis turbines. The
objective was to compare the near and far wake of
both models. They found that the near wake is
highly turbulent and this is difficult to model with
porous discs while the comparative results show
similarities in the far wake region for both models. However they do not impart rotational effects
on the flow. Mycek et al. [11] undertook a study
of two interacting dynamic (rotating) Horizontal
Axis Tidal Tubines (HATTs) spaced downstream.
The experimental work was done with two different settings of turbulence intensity, showing that
as the turbulence intensity is increased, the performance of the downstream turbine increases with
an associated reduction of wake effects. Stallard et
al. [12] also carried out an experimental analysis
of an array of a number of dynamic HATTs, with
results focused on downstream and lateral wake recovery. More recently, Jeffcoate et al. [13] quantified the performance of two turbines when interacting at different spacings, their investigation was
completely focused on power and thrust measurements and no wake characterisation was included.
In the majority of the literature the experimental
analysis of arrays are highly focused on horizontal
axis turbines and there is still uncertainty as to the
similarities and differences in wake effects between
other turbine designs. Moreover, the effects of wake
expansion associated with the site depth have not
been studied for vertical axis turbines which might
be of interest for large turbine designs in shallow
water depths. These studies are particularly important in turbine arrays where high blockage ratios

will cause significant bypass flows which may cause
downstream flows to approach critical condition.
There are still significant steps to be taken in
understanding the wake of dynamic turbine models
including swirl and associated mixing. These effects
get more complicated when the flow in the wakes
of these devices interact. This work, along with the
related CFD [14], seeks to improve characterisation
of the flow through arrays of dynamic turbine scalemodels. This work utilises the Momentum Reversal lift Turbine, which is designed for high blockage
conditions such as estuaries. The first stage of the
work presented in this paper focuses on the study
of a single MRL turbine by characterising its efficiency and flow field. This is then expanded to
multiple devices in three array configurations using
3-4 devices. The main purpose of this paper is to
gain a deeper understanding of flow effects due to
the MRL turbine when working as a single device
and within simple array configurations.
2. Methodology
2.1. The MRL Turbine
The Momentum Reversal and Lift (MRL) turbine
is a cross flow turbine developed by Aquascientific
Ltd. and Exeter University. The MRL turbine is
designed to work in shallow waters so it can utilise
the potential of high speed flow close to the surface.
The turbine operates with three straight blades of
constant span-wise section, as shown in Figure 1.
A key design featured of the MRL turbine is that it
relies on the combination of both lift and momentum reversal (drag) for energy extraction. Drag
forces are generally less sensitive to flow direction
than lift forces. Additionally, cross flow turbines
benefit from the fact that bending moments of the
blades are reduced compared with those in conventional horizontal axis turbines. Preliminary test
campaigns were undertaken in a high blockage ratio
wind tunnel and re-circulating flume tank [15]. It
was also found during those initial test campaigns
that the implementation of non-linear blade locus
improved the efficiency of the device as the contributions of lift and drag forces were optimised with
different blade rotation stages. Similarly, it was
demonstrated that the MRL turbine benefited from
the use of sided plates (Figure 1) which increased
the ‘Pelton effect’ from the top plate and similarly
generated a ‘ground effect’ from the bottom plate.
The blades of the MRL rotate around a common
central horizontal axis which is parallel to their own
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Figure 2: Side view of the MRL Turbine showing the blade
angles to the onset flow.

2.2. Damper Calibration and Power Output
The turbine model’s resistive torque could be varied by the configuration of the dashpot and gearing
system. The damping of a dashpot is dictated by
an internal surface moving through a viscous fluid.
The torque (τ ) required to turn the damper at a
given rotational velocity (ω) was investigated with
a torque test rig. The rig consisted mainly of a motor, a rotational velocity sensor, a torque transducer
and a damper. Three different dampers with the
following viscosities were tested: 1, 2.5 and 5 kSt
[16]. The DC motor was rated at 5 Nm, 147 rpm
and 27 W [17] and was selected based on price and
loading requirements. A contactless rotary torque
transducer with a rated capacity of 2Nm was used
for the calibration procedure [18]. The torque rig
was equipped with a digital Hall effect vane sensor
and a 24 tabbed disc to measure angular speed.
Once the relationship between τ and ω is quantified for each damper - gearing configuration, the
power extracted by the turbine can be calculated
via:

Figure 1: MRL Turbine (top) and the damper used in the
experiments (bottom)

axis and perpendicular to the flow. The pitch of
each blade changes as the turbine rotates. Every
time the main shaft completes a full rotation, each
blade revolves by 180◦ independently from the main
axis (i.e. each turbine rotates about their own axis).
Four small scale MRL turbine models were used
in these experiments with dimensions of: 0.095m
blade chord, 0.164 m diameter (D) (taking into account blade angles to the onset flow) and 0.3 m
blade span (L), as depicted in Figure 2. Power take
off is simulated using an oil filled dashpot, attached
to the main shaft via a gear and pulley system.

Pcaptured = ωd τ

(1)

where P is the power generated by the MRL turbine, ωd corresponds to the angular velocity of the
dashpot, inferred from the main shaft rotational velocity and the gearing ratio used (Figure 1).
The efficiency of a turbine is defined as the proportion of the available power in the fluid captured.
In order to do this the power in the flow across the
3

Figure 4: MRL turbine (centre-left) mounted in the WaveCurrent Circulation tank. On the right hand side the LDV is
taking measurements of the wake developed by the turbine
located on the left hand side.

m wide, 2 m deep and 18 m in length. As the
MRL turbine was specially designed to be utilised
in shallow to medium flow depth estuaries, the turbine was installed with the main shaft 1.1D below
the water surface, as depicted in Figure 4. This
was to reproduce accurate blockage effects at the
free surface. The turbine was rigidly mounted onto
the top of the tank using H-beams available at the
facility. For the single turbine experiments, the device was situated in the midsection of the tank. In
the arrays the turbines were mounted symmetrically around the midsection.
The wake generated by a single turbine was characterised by measuring velocity at a range of points
downstream of the turbine. A 2D Laser Doppler Velocimeter (LDV) was mounted on a computer controlled gantry was used to measure velocity across
the wake, thus building up a velocity grid. The
velocity grids are represented by two velocity components u and v. The u velocity vector is along the
streamwise (x) direction (positive in the flow direction) and the v velocity vector is the transverse (y)
component (following the right hand rule). Figure
4, shows the LDV probe during operation.
The turbine was operated in a current of nominally 1.0 m/s with nominal turbulence intensity
of around 3% controlled via a series of upstream
screens, giving a Reynolds number of 8.2x104 . The
length scale at the rotor centre was 0.293 m and
was calculated according to [19]. The wake structure for MRL turbine arrays were measured along
a grid described in an ’x, y, z’ coordinate system.
The origin was set at the centre of the turbine rotor
of the first row and at the lateral centreline of the
tank. The velocity at each point was measured for
100s.

Figure 3: Turbine damper calibration rig (top) and
schematic side view (bottom)

swept area (A) is:
Pf low = 0.5ρAu3

(2)

where ρ represents the density of water and u the
measured upstream flow velocity. For the MRL turbine, the swept area is A = D × L. Thus the power
coefficient (cp ) of the turbine for a given configuration is given by:
cp =

Pcaptured
Pf low

(3)

In a HATT device the coefficient cp is normally
related to the local rotational velocity of the rotor
through the non-dimensional parameter called Tip
Speed Ratio. Due to the geometry of the MRL turbine, the blade speed ratio (BSR) is used instead to
establish a similar relationship, defined as follows:
BSR =

ωR
u

(4)

where ω is the angular velocity around the main
shaft of the turbine in rad/s and R is the separation
between the central shaft and the centre of rotation
of the individual blades, equal to 0.055 m here.
2.3. Flow Measurement
The test campaign was conducted in the WaveCurrent Circulation tank at IFREMER, Boulogne
sur Mer, France. The channel’s dimensions are 4
4

Table 1: Array layout edge to edge spacings used in the tests.

The two metrics used here to characterise the flow
are the mean stream-wise velocity deficit (∆u) and
the turbulence intensity (I). Both these metrics
are defined over a period of statistical stationarity
of 100 seconds. The velocity deficit at a given point
in x is defined by:


ux
(5)
∆u = 100 · 1 −
u0
where ux is the mean velocity at a given point
and u0 is the velocity measured at the array location with the same flume settings, but without the
turbines installed.
The turbulence intensity is defined as the root
mean square velocity fluctuations (that is the absolute value of the instantaneous velocity fluctuation
minus the mean) normalised by the mean velocity
at that point expressed as a percentage:
s

1
hu02 i + hv 02 i
(6)
I = 100 · 2
u

Layout

Devices

’Staggered’
’Tandem’
’Fence’

4
3
3

Row 1-2
spacing
10D
10D
N/A

Row 2-3
spacing
15D
15D
N/A

Cross-flow
spacing
5D
N/A
3D

Figure 5: MRL turbine mounted in the Wave-Current Circulation tank.

where u is the mean streamwise velocity, u0 is the
streamwise velocity fluctuation, v 0 is the transverse
velocity fluctuation and angled brackets indicate
the mean value over the stationarity period. Note
that the vertical contribution to I is not included
because the LDV system was not capable of measuring the vertical velocity component. The LDV
measured flow velocities within small confidence intervals of + 0.12 m/s for a 95% of confidence level
and an average standard deviation of 0.06 m/s.

Velocity measurements were taken across downstream planes at x =: -2D, -1.5D,-1D, 1D, 1.5D,
2D, 2.5D, 3D, 4D, 6D, 8D, 10D, 15D and 20D.
At each x location 7 points were measured laterally (in y) at 0D, 0.45D, 0.9D and 1.5D either side
of the turbine centreline totalling 7 locations). In
addition, 4 vertical locations (z) were measured at
z/D=0,0.6,1.2 and 1.8 for each y and x location,
giving a total of 420 velocity measurement points,
as shown in (Figure 6). The blockage ratio for a
single turbine (i.e. the swept area divided by the
tank cross section) is 0.6%.

3. Array Layouts
A single turbine and three array setting were
studied during this test campaign. The arrays included in this study were: a staggered array of four
turbines (’Staggered’), a tandem array of three Turbines (’Tandem’) and an aligned array of three turbines in a fence (’Fence’). The spacing between
turbines laterally and longitudinally in each of the
arrays are given in Table 1. The number of downstream velocity locations measured was varied according to the array and is detailed in the appropriate section below.

3.2. Staggered Array of Four Turbines
The ’Staggered’ array (Figure 7) consisted of four
turbines installed in three rows. The lateral separation between the devices in the second row was 5D.
The stream-wise separations between rows 1 and
between rows 2 and 3 was 10D and 15D respectively. 1064 velocity points were measured across
each of the downstream planes at x =: -1D, -1.5D,
1D, 1.5D, 2D, 2.5D, 3D, 3.5D, 4D, 6D, 8D, 10D for
the first row and an additional 15D for the second
and third row. Seven lateral measurements were
taken at 1.25D separation from -3.75D to 3.75D.
Vertical measurements were taken at z/D=0, 0.5,
1 & 1.5D.

3.1. Single Turbine
The wake characteristics of the single turbine
were explored first in order to obtain high resolution measurements and guide future array spacings
(Figure 5).
5

Figure 6: Grid showing the velocity points taken at 1D for
the MRL single turbine experiment. The mesh shows the
distances of 1D, 2D and 4D in the downstream direction
(x). The lateral and vertical direction is represented by y
and z respectively.

Figure 8: Tandem Array of Three Turbines mounted in
the Wave-Current Circulation tank (top), the second figure
shows the velocity grid (bottom). The third turbine is in
alignment with the turbine at the front of the array configuration at 25D downstream.

3.3. Tandem Array of Three Turbines

The ’Tandem’ array (Figure 8) consisted of three
turbines aligned along the y axis. The separation
between row 1 and 2 was 10D and between row 2
and 3 was 15D. Velocities were measured across
each of the downstream wake planes as per the
’Staggered’ configuration. In the transverse direction (y), velocities were measured at y =: -1.5D,
-0.75D, 0, 0.75D and 1.5D. The vertical spacings
were kept the same as for the other arrays. Thus
the number of points measured across the ’Tandem’
array were 760.

Figure 7: Staggered Array of Four Turbines mounted in
the Wave-Current Circulation tank (top), the second figure
shows the velocity grid (bottom). The fourth turbine is in
alignment with the turbine at the front of the array configuration at 25D downstream.
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Figure 9: Aligned formation of turbines of the ’Fence’ array
showing also the velocity grid.

2.5kSt 24:12
1kSt 60:12
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3.4. Three-Turbine Fence
The final array tested in this campaign consisted
of three turbines aligned along the x axis with a separation of 3D (Figure 9). 14 downstream measurement planes along the x direction were taken during
the trials, as for the ’Tandem’ array but adding a
plane at 20D with 13 locations at each streamwise
location in the y axis at a spacing of 0.75D about
the centreline. For this array velocity points were
only measured at a single elevation of z/D = 0,
giving a total of 182 measurement locations.

0.4

0.6
BSR
5kSt 40:14
5kSt 60:12
1kSt 40:12

0.8
2.5kSt 60:12

Figure 10: MRL Performance for a range of Damper and
gear ratio configurations. For each case, the legend shows
the damper viscosity (in kst) and the gear ratio.

effect plate and the blade. In subsequent tests presented in this paper a decreased of this distance
lead to a cp increase of about 70%, which was the
configuration used for the remainder of this work.
It can be observed that this cp is of very low magnitudes compared to a generic HATT, [11] and [13]
reported an average peak cp of 0.38. Subsequent
work done by Sutherland et al. [20] and carried
out after these set of tests showed that combining
the frictional torque of the damper with that of the
turbine increases the cp up to about 0.25. This values is still significantly lower than those shown by
HATTs.

4. Results and Discussion
For the arrays, velocity profiles and turbulence
intensities are presented for each of the layouts.
Evolution of the flow into and within the wake of
the turbines areppresented via maps of mean velocity magnitude ( (u2 ) + /(v 2 )) profiles and velocity
deficits downstream of the turbine. The fluctuations in the flow velocity are shown as turbulence
intensity maps.

4.2. Wake Characteristics of a Single Turbine
Figure 11 shows the average axial velocity and
turbulence intensity into and within the wake of
a single MRL turbine at z/D = 0. The velocity
deficit peaks in the near wake region with an associated increase in I as would be expected. The
maximum value of velocity deficit along the x = 0
axis is at 3D where the deficit is 50-60%. The
deficit decreases steadily and monotonically to approximately 24% at 20D, the furthest downstream
measurement. This recovery is slow compared to
HATTs in similar tests, which showed lower values of velocity deficit at 10D. However, in the

4.1. Turbine Damper and Gearing Calibration
Figure 10 shows the performance curves of the
single MRL turbine in seven different damper and
gearing configurations. As can be seen the 2.5 kSt
damper with on a 24:12 gear ratio produced the
highest cp values. Thus the configuration 2.5 kSt
damper with on a 24:12 gear ratio was used for all
subsequent experimental work. Figure 10 was obtained with a large separation between the ground
7

Velocity De-cit (%)

80

the power take off system is located in this side of
the turbine but also due to a directionality of the
upstream flow towards that direction, as shown in
Figure 11 at x/D < 0. I then decreases significantly
between 1D and 4D downstream at the edges of the
turbine. For the majority of the region 8D − 20D,
I is in the range of 8-10% but never recovering the
upstream I of 3%.
The wake expands laterally in almost all the measured region, reaching values of y/D=1.5 which
seems to expand more than with HATTs as shown
in [21], where the non-dimensional values reaches
only to 1D and -1D. As before, this could be related to low Reynolds Numbers. Blockage factor is
not being considered a substantial impact on the
wake as in the experiments carried out for HATTs
[21] and here, the blockage factor is minimal (less
than 5%). This is to some extent expected due to
the geometry of the device and the rotational direction of the device. Again, it can be observed that
the flow skews to the positive side region of the
tank, suggesting that it is due to the effects from
the measurement side of the turbine. The same is
seen on the I maps where the most turbulent region
is located on the same side of the tank and mostly
from 1-8D, which shows the effects of the pitching
and measuring mechanism (Figure 1). An average
cp of 0.10 was calculated for the MRL turbine with
a power output of 2.1W.
Figure 13 shows the vertical variation of the flow
under the turbine. There is a sharp gradient at
the 1-2D downstream region, as the flow is slowed
directly behind the turbine but accelerates underneath. The wake then starts to expand with the
gradient between z/D=0 and z/D = 1.5 decreasing up to 20D. An additional view of the vertical
profile can be seen in Figure 14 which is related to
x/D = 3D.
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Figure 11: Velocity deficit and turbulence intensity evolution
through a single MRL turbine.

near wake, the velocity deficit is slightly lower than
in the HATT experiment with similar levels of I
[21]. This difference in velocity deficit could be attributed to the low Reynolds numbers obtained here
compared to the ones showed in [21] which were in
the order of 105 , as discussed in [22]. Also, it can
be observed upstream (x = −2D to −1D) of the
turbine, that the presence of the MRL turbine significantly decreases the inflow in the range of 10 to
20% compared with the nominal tank velocity (u0 )
with no turbine installed. The turbulence intensity
is less affected in the upstream area, preserving values of 3% which is the nominal undisturbed value
developed by the flume. I is highest at 1D in the
x = 0 axis, reaching a value of about 60% and then
decreasing rapidly until approximately 8.5% in the
region of 15 − 20D.
Figure 12 shows the resultant velocity, flow direction and turbulence intensity across the z/D = 0
plane for the single MRL turbine. The lowest velocity and associated highest I values for this region are at the edges of the device (y/D ≈ 0.91)
1D downstream. This is also where the flow direction deviates from the stream-wise by the greatest
amount. u has a minimum value of < 0.28 m/s
and I a maximum of > 55%. There is a degree
of asymmetry in the near wake with the velocity
slowing more in the y/D > 0 values. This is likely
to be due to the asymmetry of the device where

4.3. Wake Characteristics of the ’Staggered’ Array
In the staggered array case, the measured deficit
of mean velocity along y/D = z/D = 0 line of
the first row turbine is found to be around 43%
in the near wake of the rotor (1-2D downstream).
This increases to about 50% at 3D then reduces
again to 40% by 10D, as shown in Figure 15. The
turbulence intensity decreases from 34 to 20% in
the near wake (1-3D) and reduces to less than 10%
when reaching row 2. The flow is lower at 10D than
the values measured in the single MRL turbine case.
This may in part be due to a turbine modification
which decreased the separation between the lower
8

Figure 12: Axial velocity contour (top), velocity vectors (middle) and turbulence intensity (bottom) maps of a single MRL
turbine. Axial velocity is presented as m/s and turbulence intensity is given as (%).

Figure 13: Vertical variation of the axial velocity and turbulence intensity along the y/D = 0 centreline of the single turbine.
Velocity deficit is presented as m/s and turbulence intensity is given as (%)
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side plate and the blade. This had the effect of
increasing the cp by ∼ 70% and the associated effect
on the velocity was to increase the deficit and I by
∼ 25% and ∼ 35% respectively in the near wake.
A similar set of behaviours is observed in Figure
16(middle) compared to the flow features of the turbine in row 1, as the upstream flow is in a similar
range of 0.8-0.9 m/s. In the wake of the second row
the velocity deficit and turbulence intensity caused
by the turbines is similar to that found in row 1.
The turbine on the y/D > 0 side causes a significantly higher velocity deficit (∼ 50%) in the near
wake. This is related to the upstream conditions
which are shown in the directional plot in Figure
12 to be skewed in the y/D < 0 direction. However, despite the lower in-flow, the cp remains similar to both turbines, with a value of 0.15. The
performance of the most down-stream turbine is
the lowest in the array with values of cp almost
2 times lower than those of the most upstream device. The velocity deficit across the 3nd row turbine
is ∼ 75% higher than across the others. This relates
to the low upstream velocities that are developed after both rows 1 and 2. Overall, the velocity deficit
recovers progressively after each row reaching values of ∼ 10% at 10-15D. The turbulence intensity
recovers more rapidly, reaching a value of ∼ 10%
within 10 − 15D.
Figure 16(top) and Figure 16(middle) show the
maps of the first row and second rows, respectively.
It can be observed in Figure 16(middle) that the
wake expands drastically compared to 16(top) due
to the two turbines. The wake of the two individual turbines in row 2 have merged into a single
wake before reaching the third row. During the
expansion there is a relatively unaffected area at
y/D = −3 on one side of the array. The wake remains between 0.8-0.9m/s in the outermost part of
the wake in the second and third row. By contrast,
Turbine 2 (turbine on the y/D > 0, row 2) generates a lower turbulence intensity in the near wake
(1 − 5D). At its widest, the wake is evident across
the entire measured area from the 2nd row of turbines till the extreme of the downstream measured
area behind the 3rd turbine row.
There is again a degree of asymmetry in the wake
with the effect on the downstream turbines being
particularly noticeable. For example, comparing
the inflow velocity upstream of the turbines in Figure 16(middle) and in the different I values downstream of the same row in Figure 17(middle). The
total mean power generated by this array was 9.7 W

Figure 14: Measured axial velocity contour (m/s) of the flow
under the turbine in the y −z plane at x/D = 3D.
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Figure 15: Velocity deficit and turbulence intensity that develops each of the y/D = 0 centreline of the turbines on the
’Staggered’ array.
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Figure 16: Axial velocity contours in m/s of the ’Staggered’ array: Row 1 (top), Row 2 (middle) and Row 3 (bottom).
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Figure 17: I map of the ’Staggered’ array for Row 1 (top), Row 2 (middle) and Row 3 (bottom). Contour scale is in %

12

turbine are approximately equal to the single and
first row of the ’Staggered’ case.
Figure 20 show the lateral variation of I in the
array wake. In each case I, does not recover to
its upstream value. It should be noted that this
is in part due to the increased velocity deficit in
the wake, by which I is normalised by definition.
This result is comparable with the previous array
case. The cp from the upstream turbine (cp =0.16)
is also similar to that of the equivalent device in the
’Staggered’ array which was 0.18. The power coefficients (cp ) for the downstream turbines remain at
similar values of 0.13 and 0.16 despite the increased
separation from Row 1 to Row 2 (10D) and Row
2 to Row 3 in this case. This shows that the turbine in the third row performs as well as that in
the first, which suggests that a higher separation
is beneficial between turbines. Here a slight increase of inflow velocity (from 0.6m/s to 0.7m/s)
results in a substantial increase in power (> 20%).
An increase of Cp of about 60% should be expected
due to the cubic relationship of power; however, the
dashpots used in each turbine had slightly different
characteristics and thus reflected in the power output between turbines. The results presented here
are difficult to relate to others as array studies with
power data are absent in the literature.
Again there is a degree of asymmetry in the wake
with the y/D > 0 side displaying greater velocity
deficit and associated I. This effect appears to be
compounded row by row. In the first row a small
area at the extremes of the lateral measured range
in unaffected by the turbine. By the second and
third row the wake covers the entirety of the measured area. The total mean power output measured
for this array configuration was 5.3 W, representing
on average 1.8W per turbine.
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Figure 18: Velocity deficit and turbulence intensity that develops each of the centreline of the turbines on the ’Tandem’
array.

or approximately 2.4 W per turbine on average.
4.4. Wake Characteristics of ’Tandem’ Array
In the case of the Tandem array, the turbulence
intensity in Figure 18 shows the highest I values to
be in the near wake, with values peaking at about
70% then recovering (decreasing) towards the upstream value. The I values measured in the wake
are similar to those reported in similar studies with
HATT devices [11]. The turbulence intensity for
the third row turbine has a maximum value 20%
lower than that in the third row of the ’Staggered’
array.
It is evident from Figure 19 that the most upstream turbine generates the lowest velocity deficit
with the middle turbine generally the highest. This
suggests that by row three, the mixing of the wake
from the two combined upstream devices is leading
to faster recovery. In general the two downstream
devices show similar inflow velocities of 0.6m/s and
0.7m/s at -1.5D, respectively and similar wake recovery to a value of 40% at 15D. The peak velocity
deficit behind the turbines in Row 2 and 3 is 1.4
times higher than that developed by the first row.
The velocity deficit values of the most upstream

4.5. Wake Characteristics of ’Fence’ Array
The results obtained for the three-turbine fence
show similar values of velocity deficit and I. The
Turbine on y/D > 0 presented larger discrepancies developing about 15% higher velocity deficits
in the near wake, as seen in Figure 21. Figure 22
highlights the velocity acceleration between devices.
The effect is significantly more than for the second
row of the ’Staggered’ array where the turbine separation was greater. The turbulence intensity is
shown (Figure 23) to develop higher values in the
turbines on the extremes than that in the middle.
The cp developed by the outer turbines is the same,
cp =0.19, and the centre turbine is slightly lower at
13

Figure 19: Axial velocity contour in m/s of the ’Tandem’ array: Row 1 (top), Row 2 (middle) and Row 3 (bottom).
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Figure 20: I map of the ’Tandem’ array: Row 1 (top), Row 2 (middle) and Row 3 (bottom). Contour maps presented in %.

cp =0.18. However, the rotational speed reached by
centre turbine is marginally higher (106 rpm) than
that on the extremes (103rpm and 98rpm). Therefore, the effect of the flow acceleration caused by
the outer turbines is observed. The reduced cp can
be attributed to small differences between turbines
and dampers in terms of resistive torque used in
these experiments, thus moving away from optimum damping conditions. These cp values are in
line with those of the other array types.

the highest obtained across the array configurations
investigated.
5. Conclusions and Future Work
An experimental campaign has been conducted
to characterise the downstream wake of MRL turbine arrays. It was found that the velocity deficit of
a MRL turbine is lower in the near wake but higher
in the far wake compared to HATTs for comparable upstream u and I values. Moreover, having a
higher cp contributes also to a decrease in the velocity deficit.
In general it was found that the wake of the
MRL turbines is not symmetrical but skewed to the
(y/D < 0) side. This effect is independent of where
the power take off mechanism is and thus it is associated with the fluid characteristics of the flume. In
these experiments it was observed that the power
take off mechanism only affects the near wake.
It was noticeable that the lateral expansion of the
wake is higher in the MRL than for HATTs, reaching values of 1.5D whereas the HATT devices have
a lateral expansion of up to 1D. Lateral expansion

For the three turbine fence, the asymmetry of
flow effects is again evident. In Figure 22 it can
be seen that the flow acceleration is greater and
propagates more further downstream on y/D > 0
than is the flow y/D < 0. For the outer y/D > 0
turbine the greatest velocity deficit is nearer to the
turbine (at 2D) than for the other two at 3D. At
the extreme edge on the y/D < 0 the flow bypassing the array was observed to be greater than the
opposite side. The wake does not recover to upstream velocities within the measured downstream
area for this case as per the other array layouts.
The total mean power output measured for this array layout was 10.1 W (3.3 W per turbine), and was
15
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Figure 21: Velocity deficit and turbulence intensity that develops each of the centreline of the turbines on the ’Fence’
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characteristics are mainly related to the geometry
of the MRL turbine. The wake dissipates along
the vertical direction up to z/D=1.5, being this the
maximum expansion on the vertical at x/D=3 on
the downstream direction. This lateral separation
between devices across the investigated range (3D
to 5D) does not seem to have a large effect on the
far wake of devices even when there is a turbine upstream; i.e. the velocity deficit of the devices and
the turbulence intensities recovers at the same proportion for both the ’Staggered’ and ’Fence’ arrays.
Moreover, it was obtained that the fence array provided the highest power output out of the three
arrays explored in this investigation. Thrust measurements were outside the scope of this study but
will be considered in future research stages.
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Figure 23: I map of three turbine fence array. Contour map presented in %.
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